Restaurant Accounting With QuickBooks: How To Set Up And Use QuickBooks To Manage Your Restaurant Finances

“An excellent instructional guide. I recommend this book to all of my restaurant owner clients.”

DOUG SLEETER
STACEY L. BYRNE, CPA
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A restaurant’s success relies on an effective back office accounting system, and QuickBooks financial software can be a critical part of that success. QuickBooks can be used for purchasing, bill paying, gift certificate tracking, cash management, time tracking, and payroll. However, restaurants that choose QuickBooks for their accounting will need to understand how to properly set up and use QuickBooks to meet their unique needs. This book will guide you through this process.
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**Customer Reviews**

As an accountant with a client that is a sports bar this is a very valuable tool to help me to setup and maintain my client's accounting records. I definitely would recommend this book! The authors really know their stuff and its presented in a very engaging way.

Anything from Doug Sleeter is excellent. Great book! Needed it for new bookkeeping client and it was essential for setting up this client. Highly recommend!

Has the answers we needed.. very helpful.

this little book helped me understand how to apply QB to restaurant operations.

It was very specific towards my industry.
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